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WHEN ONLY THE BEST 
WILL DO, TUMI IS THE 
ULTIMATE CHOICE. 

Since 1975, TUMI has been creating world-class business and travel essentials, 

designed to upgrade, uncomplicate, and beautify all aspects of life on the 

move. Blending flawless functionality with a spirit of ingenuity, we’re committed 

to empowering journeys as a lifelong partner to movers and makers in pursuit 

of their passions. For over 40 years, TUMI is a gift that is always appreciated, 

admired and remembered.

TUMI’s steadfast commitment to excellence extends far beyond our products. 

We have a dedicated, knowledgeable team of Special Market Representatives 

to guide you through the product selection and fulfillment process. In addition 

to TUMI’s unparalleled product guarantee, we offer essential support services 

including: insertion of custom materials and expert fulfillment of bulk and 

individual shipments. We also offer embossing, debossing and embroidery 

of corporate logos for an additional fee. As an added bonus, TUMI offers our 

complimentary Tracer® program on many items. This exclusive program helps 

reunite TUMI customers with their lost or stolen bags.

Discover TUMI’s comprehensive array of carefully curated products of new 

arrivals and timeless bestsellers in this catalog. We trust you will find it helpful 

and look forward to working with you to fulfill your corporate gift, reward and 

incentive needs.

Prices and availability subject to change
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96110 Slim Deluxe Leather Portfolio
This slim leather portfolio style brief features a zip-around opening for easy 
access into the main compartment. The interior features a padded tablet pocket, 
multiple pockets for tech and business accessories as well as a zip pocket with 
TUMI ID Lock®, which protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards 
and passports. The exterior has a front U-zip pocket, ticket pocket, back pocket 
and Add-a-Bag sleeve. Made from TUMI’s full-grain nappa leather with ballistic 
weave-inspired accents and interior lining.   

12" x 16" x 3" $495

 BLACK

96141 Expandable Organizer Laptop Leather Brief
With a removable laptop sleeve, expandable main compartment and accordion 
fi le section, this leather brief provides exceptional versatility and organization. 
Features include a zip pocket with TUMI ID Lock®, which protects personal 
data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports, a padded tablet pocket 
and numerous smaller pockets for accessories. The patented articulating 
shoulder strap is designed to stay comfortably in place. Made from TUMI’s full-
grain nappa leather with ballistic weave-inspired accents and interior lining.   

12" x 16" x 5.5" $675

 BLACK

ALSO AVAILABLE

26141 Expandable Organizer Laptop Brief 
12" x 16" x 5.5" $455

26624 4-Wheeled Compact Brief
Updated with a new 4-wheel design for e� ortless maneuverability, this versatile 
and compact wheeled case makes taking your business on the road a breeze. 
The main compartment expands 2", so there is plenty of room for papers, fi les, 
a laptop and tech accessories. You have the option to carry it by hand or wheel 
it wherever you need to travel. Features include a removable fi le divider/laptop 
compartment (holds 15" laptop), accessory pouch and numerous organizer 
pockets.   

9.5" x 8" x 1.5" $125

 BLACK

26578 TUMI T-Pass® Business Class Brief Pack®
Simple, small and sleek, this bag elegantly transports your travel or everyday 
essentials in a secure, cross-body design. Made from TUMI’s signature FXT 
ballistic nylon® with leather trim, it o� ers interior and exterior pockets as well 
as an adjustable shoulder strap.   

16.5" x 12" x 8" $495

 BLACK

26164 Medium Laptop Cover
Slip your laptop into something sleek, functional and protective. This sleeve is 
made from ultra-durable ballistic nylon with just a touch of spandex for a perfect 
fi t. It features convenient interior and exterior pockets for accessories. Secure 
zip-top closure.    

9.25" x 12.5" x 1" $95

 BLACK

26173 Compact Laptop Brief Pack®
This well-organized pack is ideal for business travelers, commuters and students 
because it carries a lot without being bulky. The main compartment includes a 
laptop section, removable fi le divider, accessories pockets and a zip pocket 
with TUMI ID Lock®, a proprietary technology designed to protect personal data 
encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports. The exterior o� ers numerous 
pockets including one for a water bottle or umbrella. Top carry handle with 
embossed leather wrap and adjustable shoulder straps. Made from TUMI’s 
signature FXT ballistic nylon® with a ballistic weave-inspired pattern on leather 
trim and interior lining.   

16" x 12.25" x 7" $495

 BLACK

* The TSA reserves the right to ask anyone to remove a laptop from its case, or re-screen any laptop or case.

26627 Deluxe Wheeled Brief with Laptop Case 
Updated with a new 4-wheel design for e� ortless maneuverability, this versatile 
design is really two briefs in one. There is the large, expandable wheeled case 
and a removable laptop sleeve with shoulder strap. Use one or both to meet 
your changing needs. The main case features fi le dividers, a removable accessory 
pouch, and numerous organizer pockets. The exterior o� ers many pockets 
including a water bottle pocket. Crafted from ultra durable ballistic nylon. Holds 
a 17" laptop.   

15.5" x 17.5" x 10" $845

 BLACK

ALSO AVAILABLE

96127 Deluxe Wheeled Leather Brief with Laptop Case 
15.5" x 17.5" x 10" $995

26145 TUMI T-Pass® Expandable Laptop Brief 
Traveling with your laptop just got easier. This expandable T-Pass® laptop brief 
is designed to meet TSA checkpoint requirements, which allow you to go through 
security without removing your laptop from the case*. The split-opening case 
must be packed appropriately to ensure an unobstructed scanning of your 
laptop. Features include a zip pocket with TUMI ID Lock®, a proprietary technology 
designed to protect personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and 
passports, a fi le divider, padded laptop section, an expandable main compartment 
and numerous organizer pockets. Embossed leather handles and patented 
articulating shoulder strap that is designed to stay comfortably in place. Made 
from TUMI’s signature FXT ballistic nylon® with a ballistic weave-inspired pattern 
on leather trim and interior lining.   

12" x 16" x 5.5" $475

 BLACK
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ALPHA 2 TRAVELALPHA 2 TRAVEL

22061 Continental Expandable 4-Wheeled Carry-On
TUMI elevates your travel experience with Alpha 2, the pinnacle of our design 
innovation, engineering, functionality and performance. The result is a collection 
of cases that are lighter and stronger while o� ering increased packing capacity. 
Collection highlights include: 4-wheel cases with 360° wheels that are recessed 
into the bodies of the cases to provide more interior space, our patented Durafold™ 
Construction method that reinforces the case frames for superior strength and 
longevity, and our super-tough and virtually damage-proof X-Brace 45® handle 
system. Alpha 2 is made from TUMI’s ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.   
22" x 16" x 9" $675

 BLACK

ALSO AVAILABLE

22064 Short Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case
26" x 19" x 13" $875
22067 Medium Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case
29" x 20" x 13" $975
22069 Extended Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case 
31" x 22" x 13" $1,075

22043 Large Wheeled Split Duff el 
Sophisticated adventure style that travels anywhere. Whether you are headed 
to the slopes, a rail tour of Europe or a long snorkeling vacation for two, simply 
fi ll up this large, easy-access du� el and wheel it away. It o� ers a separate, 
structured bottom section for shoes or gear with a curtain that unzips to create 
one large packing cavity when desired. Exterior pockets for accessories.   

16" x 30.25" x 14" $745

 BLACK

22153 Large Soft Travel Satchel
The simplicity of this softly structured travel satchel makes it a favorite. It’s 
perfect for casual weekend travel as well as longer trips. The roomy interior 
features a zip pocket with TUMI ID Lock®, which protects personal data encoded 
on most IDs, credit cards and passports. The exterior has a back zip pocket 
and Add-a-Bag sleeve. Webbing carry handles with embossed leather handle 
wrap and a removable shoulder strap. Made from TUMI’s signature FXT ballistic 
nylon® with a ballistic weave-inspired pattern on leather trim and interior lining.   

14" x 22" x 10" $395

 BLACK

22149 Small Soft Travel Satchel 
The simplicity of this small, softly structured travel satchel makes it a favorite. 
It’s perfect for overnight and weekend travel as well as a companion piece for 
longer trips. The roomy interior features a zip pocket with TUMI ID Lock®, which 
protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports. The 
exterior has a back zip pocket and Add-a-Bag sleeve. Webbing carry handles 
with embossed leather handle wrap and a removable shoulder strap. Made 
from TUMI’s signature FXT ballistic nylon® with a ballistic weave-inspired pattern 
on leather trim and interior lining.   

12.5" x 18" x 8.75" $345

 BLACK

ALSO AVAILABLE

92149 Small Soft Leather Travel Satchel 
12.5" x 18" x 8.75" $595

22038 Carry-On 4-Wheeled Garment Bag
This 4-wheeled, carry-on garment bag is easy to handle, even down a narrow 
airplane aisle. In addition to carrying a suit or other hanging garments, 
it features plenty of interior pockets for accessories. The exterior pockets 
are ideal for folded clothes, shoes or a travel kit. The two interior pouches 
are removable.   

14.5" x 22" x 9" $695

 BLACK

22069 Extended Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case
This extra-roomy and versatile 4-wheel case has a removable garment sleeve 
and a multi-level, expandable main compartment. Reinforced garment sleeve 
holds up to two suits; interior features tie-down straps and zip pockets for 
accessories. Three-stage telescoping handle and 4-wheel system with recessed 
swivel wheels.   

31" x 22" x 13" $1,075

 BLACK

22635 4-Wheeled Medium Trip Garment Bag
Updated with a new 4-wheel design for e� ortless maneuverability, this full-feature 
garment bag makes traveling with suits or dresses a breeze. Pack up to two 
suits plus folded clothes and accessories and wheel it e� ortlessly to wherever 
you are going. There is a large exterior compartment for additional clothing, 
two front U-zip pockets for last-minute items, shoes or a travel kit. Separate 
shoe pocket holds up to two pairs of shoes. Features a top carry handle and 
telescoping handle. Crafted from TUMI’s ultra-durable FXT ballistic nylon®.   

20" x 25.25" x 13" $925

 BLACK

22134 Classic Garment Bag 
Our signature garment bag for business travelers holds 1 - 2 suits or garments. 
Features numerous interior and exterior organizer pockets.

18" x 23.5" x 5.5" $495

 BLACK
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CORPORATE COLLECTIONALPHA 2 TRAVEL

92191 Hanging Leather Travel Kit 
This versatile leather travel kit is designed to hang from virtually any fi xture and 
sit on fl at surfaces. It features an easy-access U-zip opening to the main 
compartment and two exterior side zip pockets. The interior has open, zip and 
mesh pockets as well as small elastic loops. Anti-bacterial lining. Made from 
TUMI’s full-grain nappa leather.   

4" x 11.75" x 8" $245

 BLACK

22190 Travel Kit
This classic travel kit features an easy-access U-zip opening to the main 
compartment. The interior has an anti-bacterial lining and small and large elastic 
loops. There is an addition exterior pocket and webbing grab handle. Designed 
to fi t into the exterior U-zip pockets of many TUMI travel bags. Made from TUMI’s 
signature FXT ballistic nylon®.   

3.75" x 11" x 6.25" $95

 BLACK

22126 Framed Soft Duff el 
This carry-on size du�  e has a framed opening that allows for full and easy 
access into the main compartment and adds some structure to an otherwise 
"soft" bag. There are numerous interior and exterior pockets for organizing 
smaller items, a padded pocket for a tablet or 15" laptop, and a wet/shoe pocket 
with an exterior zip opening. Also features an interior zip pocket with TUMI ID 
Lock®, which protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and 
passports. Carry handles and a removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Made 
from our signature FXT ballistic nylon® with a ballistic weave-inspired pattern 
on leather trim and interior lining.   

13.5" x 18" x 9" $445

 BLACK

22042 Extra Large Wheeled Split Duff el 
Sophisticated adventure style that travels anywhere. Whether you are headed 
to the slopes, a rail tour of Europe or a long snorkeling vacation for two, just 
load up this extra-large, easy-access du� el and wheel it away. It o� ers a separate, 
structured bottom section for shoes or gear with a curtain that unzips to create 
one large packing cavity when desired. Exterior pockets for accessories.   

16" x 35" x 14" $795

 BLACK

22221 Continental Carry-On
This continental carry-on is light and strong while o� ering increased 
packing capacity, a sleek profi le, smarter functionality and easier 
maneuverability. Includes: 4-wheel 360° wheels that are recessed 
into the body of the case to provide more interior space, a lower 
center of gravity and stable, multi-directional navigation. Impact-
resistant caps that provide additional corner durability, and three-
stage telescoping handle.   

17" x 23.5" x 12.5" $395

 BLACK

22248 Weekender Duff el 
Unstructured and versatile must-have du� el. Some will use it as a great everyday 
carry-all. It o� ers a roomy interior with interior and exterior organizer pockets. 
Made from soft-but-tough ballistic nylon this must-have tote has a removable 
shoulder strap. It’s a great carry-on or getaway bag.   

10.5" x 18" x 20" $150

 BLACK

22202 Messenger Bag 
This works well for carrying your essentials during travel or everyday use. Made 
from high performance ballistic nylon, this design o� ers interior and exterior 
organizer pockets, and an adjustable shoulder strap.   

5" x 14.5" x 17" $140

 BLACK
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ASTORARRIVÉ

25061 Bristol Continental 4-Wheeled Carry-On
This wheeled carry-on is expandable for greater packing fl exibility. It features 
numerous accessory pockets and a suiter component.   

22" x 16" x 9" $1,245

 BLACK

25611 Narita Slim Brief
This slimmer case has plenty of room for papers and your laptop. It includes 
an accessory pouch and numerous organizer pockets.   

12.25" x 14" x 4" $675

 BLACK

25190 Barajas Kit 
Signature details include smooth calfskin trim, elegant and resilient HTLS® 
Polyester fabric, striking chrome accents, custom-made handles, intelligent 
interior organization and numerous patented components. This convenient 
travel kit can sit on the bathroom counter or hang from a fi xture. It has an 
antibacterial lining, elastic loop and pockets for accessories.   

7.25" x 9.75" x 3.25" $175

 BLACK

25181 Kingsford Backpack 
This versatile backpack has an expandable main compartment, a laptop 
compartment and numerous organizer pocket.   

16" x 12" x 5" $495

 BLACK

33190 Cooper Travel Kit
Our travel kit is roomy enough to carry all your grooming essentials. Features 
an interior pocket and secure zippered closure. Available in Black signature 
ballistic nylon with Vachetta leather trim or Earl Grey texture coated canvas 
with leather trim.   

6" x 8.5" x 4.88" Black - $195, Earl Grey - $215

 BLACK           EARL GREY

33060 Osborne 4-Wheeled International Carry-On
Our compact, expandable 4-wheel international carry-on offers easy 
maneuverability and versatility. The main compartment expands by 2" for more 
packing space when you need it. Interior features include a garment section 
and hanger bracket, tie-down straps with built-in pockets, small pockets for 
accessories. There is a multi-height telescoping handles, leather top and side 
carry handles, large front zip pocket and Add-a-Bag strap.  

22" x 14" x 9" Black - $1,225, Earl Grey - $1,325

 BLACK           EARL GREY

33211 Regis Slim Zip-Top Brief 
Our zip-top brief is a slim, full-feature case with a padded pocket for your tablet 
and additional pockets for business and electronic accessories. There are 
convenient exterior pockets, a removable shoulder strap and top carry handles.

11.75" x 16" x 3.5" $695

 EARL GREY

33149 San Remo Soft Duff el 
With exquisite attention to detail, updated classic styling and organizational 
e�  ciency, the Astor collection brings a refi ned sophistication to business and 
travel accessories. This premium collection incorporates the fi nest leathers and 
fabrics with artisanal craftsmanship as a refl ection of TUMI’s design heritage 
and ongoing dedication to absolute excellence. Our soft du� el is ideal for 
overnight travel, weekends away or as a companion piece. Features interior 
and exterior pockets for accessories, leather carry handles and a removable 
shoulder strap. Double zip closure with lock. ID tag and Add-a-Bag strap.

13.5" x 20" x 8" $795

 EARL GREY
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ALPHA BRAVOALPHA BRAVO

222371 Beale Crossbody
Simple and slim, this casual day bag is perfect for urban exploring or international 
travel. Carries your wallet, travel documents, electronics and other essential 
accessories. It features a stylish fl ap front closure and expands the packing 
capacity to a greater degree.   

11" x 12.25" x 2" $245

 HICKORY

222382 Kingsville Deluxe Brief Pack®
A deluxe backpack ideal for professionals and students. It features numerous 
organizer pockets inside and out as well as dedicated space for a laptop and 
iPad. Exterior pockets include a waterproof pocket for a water bottle or 
umbrella. Made from a durable fabric with a top carry handle, comfortable and 
adjustable backpack strap and a 3D mesh padded back. Easy zip access to 
main compartment.   

17" x 14" x 9" $675

 ANTHRACITE           HICKORY

222681 Knox Backpack 
This versatile, casual backpack design works perfectly for business, school, 
commuting and travel and expands the packing capacity to a greater degree. 
Its tall, roomy main compartment has a separate compartment for papers or 
fi les. Features numerous organizer pockets and dedicated space for your laptop 
and tablet; backpack straps have D-rings for attachments.   

16" x 14" x 6" $365

 ANTHRACITE           HICKORY

222340 Everett Essential Tote 
A soft, unstructured and versatile must-have tote. Some will use it as a business 
case, others as a great everyday carry-all. It o� ers a roomy interior with smart 
organizer pockets inside and out. Made from durable nylon and polyester; 
leather-trimmed carry handles and removable shoulder strap.   

11.5" x 16" x 7.75" $395

 HICKORY

222318 Monterey Sling
A uniquely utilitarian sling design ideal for travel or urban adventures. Access 
the main compartment through the top zipper. Large front pocket has a vertical 
zipper. Side pockets are for easy-reach items like a water bottle.   

14.5" x 10" x 5" - $275

 ANTHRACITE           HICKORY

222461 Kirtland Continental Expandable Carry-On
From our top-selling Bravo collection of modern, casual day and travel bags 
comes this new expandable 4-wheeled carry-on. Made from our incredibly 
durable ballistic nylon for short trips, this deceptively small bag features a 
masterfully organized interior with three dividers for separating outfi ts or 
delicates from heavier items. The new 4-wheel design allows for increased 
packing capacity and an ultra-smooth ride to the gate or wherever your fi nal 
destination may be.  

22" x 16" x 9" $675

 HICKORY

222358 Grissom Travel Satchel 
Crafted from our ultra-durable ballistic nylon, this sturdy and equally stylish 
Travel Satchel is equipped with a multitude of smart interior and exterior 
organizational pockets. Carry it by top handle or on your shoulder. It’s the perfect 
gym bag, carry-on or work week commuter.   

12" x 18.5" x 9.5" $445

 HICKORY

222391 Riley Kit 
Neat and versatile from our landmark Alpha Bravo collection, this classic travel 
kit has a casual edge. Designed to sit on the counter or hang from a fi xture, 
this must-pack top-seller features interior zip pockets, open pockets, elastic 
loops and a special antibacterial lining. Hanger strap and exterior pockets.

6.25" x 9.5" x 3" $125

 HICKORY
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TEGRA-LITE®VAPOR® LITE

28669 Extended Trip Packing Case
This extra-large case is ideal for extended business and leisure trips, or for 
two traveling together. The 4-wheel system means easy maneuverability in 
every direction.   

30.5" x 20.5" x 10.5" $595

 BLACK           BRONZE           NAVY

28667 Large Trip Packing Case
This large wheeled packing case is ideal for longer trips or two traveling together. 
The 4-wheel system means easy maneuverability in every direction.   

29.5" x 19.5" x 10.5" $675

 BLACK           BRONZE           NAVY

28660 International Carry-On 
Introducing our lightest hardside travel collection. Designed for travelers who 
value TUMI for its time-tested endurance, TUMI Vapor® Lite is constructed from 
a special, multi-layer polycarbonate alloy formulation, created to increase the 
strength and durability of the case versus standard polycarbonate cases prone 
to cracking and denting with frequent use. This 4-wheel carry-on is easy to 
maneuver and ideal for those who travel both internationally and domestically.   

22" x 14" x 9" $475

 BLACK           BRONZE           NAVY

28664 Short Trip Packing Case 
This smaller-sized packing case is perfect for weekends and overnight 
business travel.   

26.5" x 17.5" x 10" $515

 BLACK           BRONZE           NAVY

28824 Medium Trip Packing Case
This lightweight, hardside packing case o� ers a roomy interior and removable 
garment sleeve with mesh pocket. It has four patent-pending, recessed swivel 
wheels for e� ortless maneuverability. Features include TUMI’s patented 
X-Brace 45® handle system that adds structural rigidity to the case and 
prevents damage to the handle, a three-stage telescoping handle, lined 
interiors with accessory pockets and tie-down straps, hanger bracket, TSA 
integrated locks, back wheel skids for added protection, fl at top and side carry 
handles and a convenient bottom grab handle.   

26" x 19.5" x 10.5" $795

 T-GRAPHITE           FOSSIL           BLACK GRAPHITE

28829 Extended Trip Packing Case
This lightweight, hardside, extra-large packing case o� ers a very roomy interior 
and removable garment sleeve with mesh pocket. It has four patent-pending, 
recessed swivel wheels for e� ortless maneuverability. Features include TUMI’s 
patented X-Brace 45® handle system that adds structural rigidity to the case 
and prevents damage to the handle, a three-stage telescoping handle, lined 
interiors with accessory pockets and tie-down straps, hanger bracket, TSA 
integrated locks, back wheel skids for added protection, fl at top and side carry 
handles and a convenient bottom grab handle.  

31" x 21.5" x 11" $895

 T-GRAPHITE           FOSSIL           BLACK GRAPHITE

28827 Large Trip Packing Case 
This lightweight, hardside large packing case o� ers a roomy interior and 
removable garment sleeve with mesh pocket. It has four patent-pending, 
recessed swivel wheels for e� ortless maneuverability. Features include TUMI’s 
patented X-Brace 45® handle system that adds structural rigidity to the case 
and prevents damage to the handle, a three-stage telescoping handle, lined 
interiors with accessory pockets and tie-down straps, hanger bracket, TSA 
integrated locks, back wheel skids for added protection, fl at top and side carry 
handles and a convenient bottom grab handle.   

29" x 20.5" x 11" $845

 T-GRAPHITE           FOSSIL           BLACK GRAPHITE

28820 International Carry-On 
TUMI’s breakthrough Tegra-Lite® collection, which combines the highest levels 
of durability and impact resistance with the ultimate in lightweight ease and 
maneuverability, has been made even better. Updates include a stronger and 
more impact-resistant multi-layer Tegris® material exterior. Tegris® is a 
revolutionary polypropylene thermoplastic composite material created by 
Milliken® for use in lifesaving armor, NASCAR race cars and protective gear for 
NFL players. It has four patent-pending, recessed swivel wheels for 
e� ortless maneuverability. Features include TUMI’s patented X-Brace 45® handle 
system that adds structural rigidity to the case and prevents damage to the 
handle, a three-stage telescoping handle, lined interiors with accessory pockets 
and tie-down straps, hanger bracket, TSA integrated locks, back wheel skids 
for added protection, fl at top and side carry handles and a convenient bottom 
grab handle.   

22" x 14" x 9" $595

 T-GRAPHITE           FOSSIL           BLACK GRAPHITE
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WOMEN'S - VOYAGEURTEGRA-LITE® MAX

28727 Large Trip Expandable Packing Case
This larger hardside case is ideal for longer business or leisure trips, or when 
two are traveling together. The roomy interior includes a removable garment 
sleeve, expands 2" for extra capacity when you need it and has two packing 
compartments. Interior pockets for accessories.   

29" x 20" x 13" $945

 T-GRAPHITE           BALTIC           BLACK GRAPHITE

28724 Medium Trip Expandable Packing Case
This lightweight, hardside case is ideal for longer business or leisure trips. The 
roomy interior includes a removable garment sleeve, expands 2" for extra 
capacity when you need it and has two packing compartments. Interior pockets 
for accessories.   

26" x 19" x 13" $895

 T-GRAPHITE           BALTIC           BLACK GRAPHITE

28720 International Expandable Carry-On 
Expandable, accessible and e� ortless: this Tegra-Lite® Max case is the most 
durable and fully functional hardside case made today. It is expandable and 
features a spacious, accessible front pocket, plus it moves e� ortlessly in every 
direction on our double turning wheels. Tegra-Lite® is constructed from Tegris®, 
a revolutionary polypropylene thermoplastic composite material created by 
Milliken® for use in lifesaving armor, NASCAR race cars and protective gear for 
NFL players. It expands 2" for extra capacity when you need it and has two 
packing compartments. There is a hanger bracket for suits and longer garments. 
Interior pockets for accessories.   

22" x 14" x 9" $695

 T-GRAPHITE           BALTIC           BLACK GRAPHITE

28721 Continental Expandable Carry-On 
If you need one carry-on for domestic and international travel, this expandable 
design may be the perfect case. With its shorter and wider confi guration, it 
o� ers more packing capacity, fi ts easily in the overhead and will be accepted 
by most domestic airlines and many international carriers. It expands 2" for 
extra capacity when you need it, has two packing compartments and a hanger 
bracket for suits. Interior pockets for accessories.   

22" x 16" x 9" $745

 T-GRAPHITE           BALTIC           BLACK GRAPHITE

494796 Q-Tote
The bestselling Q-Tote® is the quintessential tote for every season because 
it has everything you want: wonderful colors with contrasting interiors, 
lightweight nylon design with beautiful leather trim and just the right amount 
of interior organization. Leather carry handles.   

12" x 19.25" x 6.25" $245

 BLACK           AUBERGINE           FOSSIL

484707 Calais Backpack
Practical, pretty and versatile, this backpack is ideal for business, travel and 
everyday outings. It has a laptop (15") pocket and other interior organizer pockets 
for electronics and personal accessories. Several exterior pockets for fast-access 
items. Made from lightweight nylon with leather trim, it has a leather carry 
handle and padded shoulder straps.  

16" x 12.25" x 5.5" $325

 BLACK           AUBERGINE           FOSSIL

484785 Capri Crossbody 
Perfect for travel or everyday use, this slim crossbody design o� ers an extra 
sense of security. Features include interior and exterior pockets and zip-top 
closure.   

10.25" x 10.25" x 2" $185

 BLACK           AUBERGINE           FOSSIL

484711 Athens Carry-All 
This versatile carry-all will become your go-to bag for everything from business 
meetings and running errands to weekend workouts and evening events. It is 
softly structured and full of organizational features. There are pockets for 
your laptop, phone and accessories. Longer handles and an Add-a-Bag strap 
for travel.   

11.75" x 16.5" x 6" $365

 BLACK           AUBERGINE           FOSSIL
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WOMEN'S - LARKINWOMEN'S - VOYAGEUR

484945 Sadler Crossbody
This chic new crossbody bag is stylish, light as a feather and good to go anywhere 
and everywhere.   

11" x 13.5" x 2" $245

 BLACK           AUBERGINE           FOSSIL

484700 Brive Sling Backpack
This sleek and slim sling backpack is perfect for everyday adventures and 
sightseeing when you want to keep things light and easy. Made from nylon with 
leather trim, the sling has interior and exterior pockets for accessories, zip 
access to the main compartment from the front and back and a single, padded 
adjustable shoulder strap. Decorative tag with mirror.   

14.75" x 9.5" x 2" $225

 BLACK           AUBERGINE           FOSSIL

484660 Super Léger International 4-Wheeled Carry-On 
This compact 4-wheel case is easy to maneuver and designed to meet the 
carry-on size requirements for travel within Europe and Asia. Also ideal for 1-2 
day domestic trips. Made from lightweight nylon with leather trim, it features a 
split interior, an adjustable-height telescoping handle, four dual spin wheels, 
an easy-access front U-zip pocket and fl at zip pocket.   

25.25" x 14" x 9" $495

 BLACK           AUBERGINE          

484783 Luanda Flight Bag 
Our updated Voyageur collection brings together sophisticated, feminine and 
iconic elements to create versatile travel, business and everyday designs for 
women. Styles are made from lightweight-yet-durable fabrics with elegant 
leather trim and great detailing: easy-access U-shaped pockets, jewel tone 
metallic hardware, ribbon-like leather zipper pulls and distinctive ID tags. Cute 
and compact, this is your in-fl ight cosmetics bag, handbag or essentials kit. It 
features several interior and exterior pockets, a leather top handle and a 
removable, adjustable shoulder strap.   

5.75" x 8.25" x 2.25" $195

 BLACK           AUBERGINE           FOSSIL

73643 Hayes Triple Compartment Tote
This triple compartment tote has a padded laptop compartment and a quilted 
laptop sleeve (15") as well as pockets for jewelry, phone, electronics and other 
accessories. Features a secure TUMI ID Lock® pocket that shields IDs, credit 
and bank cards from identity theft. Shoulder straps have a drop length of 9".   

12" x 18" x 7" $495

 BLACK           AUBERGINE      

73614 Ashbury Duff el
This sporty yet sophisticated du� el is crafted from our exceptionally durable 
ballistic nylon and features exquisite leather trim detailing. Enlivened with stylish 
gold hardware accents, it's ideal for overnight business and weekend travel.  

12" x 18" x 8" $545

 BLACK        

73610 Nora Tote 
This sophisticated tote provides plentiful pockets for tech accessories and other 
daily must-haves.   

14" x 20" x 5" $325

 BLACK           AUBERGINE                

73680 Portola Convertible Backpack 
From our new Larkin collection comes the sleekly-structured Portola backpack. 
Designed from TUMI’s iconic ballistic nylon with elegant leather trim for the 
multifaceted business woman, this slim-yet-durable backpack o� ers a decidedly 
feminine look, enlivened with gleaming gold hardware details and a perfectly-
placed exterior pocket for instant access to small daily essentials. Even better, 
our design team created straps that discreetly slide into a back pocket, converting 
the backpack into an elegant tote for the utmost in versatility.   

16" x 12.5" x 5.75" $395

 BLACK           AUBERGINE         
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WOMEN'S - SINCLAIR

79385 Tegan Business Tote
Crafted from a refi ned, textured coated canvas and highlighted with leather 
trim, this timeless-looking tote is elegance personified with a classic 
silhouette accented by polished silver hardware details and an impressively 
organized interior.   

11.25" x 17" x 5" $495

 BLACK           EARL GREY         

79491 Harlow Backpack
Crafted from a refi ned, textured coated canvas and highlighted with leather 
trim, this stylish backpack is beautifully designed for work, school or hands-free 
weekend outings.   

15" x 11.75" x 3.5" $495

 BLACK          

79391 Nina Commuter Brief 
Sophisticated. Simple. Elegantly detailed. Sinclair is a modern collection of 
thoughtfully designed totes, briefs, carry-alls and accessories for women. Crafted 
from a refi ned, textured coated canvas and highlighted with leather trim, this 
feminine take on the classic men's briefcase boasts a thoroughly modern style 
for your work week commute and business travel.   

12" x 17" x 4.5" $545

 BLACK           EARL GREY         

79364 Nora Tote 
Designed for the multifaceted business woman who is constantly on the go, 
the oh-so stylish Nora Tote blends superior functionality and trend-right design 
to a tee. Take it to the o�  ce and straight to dinner. Classic in silhouette with a 
spacious, well-organized interior for digital essentials, it's the tote of the town.

14" x 20" x 5" $345

 BLACK           EARL GREY         

14693 Continental Wallet
This elegant leather double billfold wallet o� ers the ease of magnetic snap 
closure and features 8 card slots.   

3.9" x 7.5" x 1.2" $195

 BLACK           AUBERGINE          ATLANTIC 

14692 Zip-Around Continental
This refi ned leather continental wallet o� ers the security of zip-around closure 
and features an impressive interior which features 12 card slots and a multitude 
of compartments.  

3.5" x 7.9" x 0.75" $195

 BLACK           AUBERGINE          ATLANTIC         

14695 Zip-Around Small Wallet 
Small in size and utterly chic, this compact leather zip-around wallet is perfectly 
designed for the minimalist.   

3.5" x 4.38" x 1.2" $145

 BLACK           AUBERGINE          ATLANTIC       

14691 Flap Card Leather Case 
Our design team implemented a special new stitched quilting technique to add 
greater depth and texture to our timeless array of leather wallets and accessories 
that comprise our new Montague collection. This fl ap card case features easy 
magnetic snap closure and the security of TUMI ID Lock®, a proprietary technology 
incorporated into the design of this product that protects personal data encoded 
on most IDs, credit cards and passports.   

3" x 4" x 0.75" $85

 BLACK           AUBERGINE          ATLANTIC 

WOMEN'S - MONTAGUE
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ACCESSORIES - DELTAACCESSORIES - MOBILE

14247 Leather Snap Case for iPad Mini 2-3
This protective and versatile leather snap case/cover is designed specifi cally 
for the iPad mini and iPad mini with Retina Display. It functions as a portfolio-
style case cover, and also folds into an easel so you can work from virtually 
anywhere. The cover includes hidden magnetic activation that puts your device 
into sleep mode when it is closed; opening the cover automatically restarts 
your device.   

8" x 5.5" x 0.5" $95

 BLACK           ATLANTIC             

26163 Tablet Cover
Slip your tablet into something sleek, functional and protective. This sleeve is 
made from ultra-durable ballistic nylon with just a touch of spandex for a perfect 
fi t. It features convenient interior and exterior pockets for accessories. Secure 
zip-top closure.   

8" x 10" x 0.5" $90

 BLACK          

14276 Leather Cover for iPhone 6 
This protective cover with leather inlay is designed to fi t the iPhone 6. It snaps 
on the phone easily and securely. Features an HD, anti-scratch screen protector 
that applies quickly without bubbles or rainbow marks and leaves no residue 
when removed.   

5.5" x 2.75" x 0.38" $75

 BLACK           ATLANTIC      

15254 Leather Snap Case for iPad Air 2
This sleek, protective and versatile leather snap case is designed specifi cally 
for the iPad Air 2. It functions as a portfolio-style case cover, and also folds into 
an easel so that you can work from virtually anywhere. The cover includes 
hidden magnetic activation that puts your device into sleep mode when it is 
closed; opening the cover automatically restarts your device.   

9.5" x 6.75" x 0.5" $145

 BLACK           ATLANTIC             

18674 Multi Window Card Case
This card case features interior and exterior ID windows and several card slots.

4.4" x 3" x 0.38" $75

 BLACK         

18671 Passport Case 
This passport case features an ID window, currency compartment and 
card slots.   

4.4" x 5.75" x 0.38" $120

 BLACK    

118635 Global Removable Passcase ID 
Modern understatement and handcrafted quality come together in the Delta 
collection of wallets and accessories. Made from soft, full-grain nappa leather, 
Delta designs feature interiors with red stitch detailing, a ballistic nylon spine, 
easy-access front card pockets and a bill section with leather back wall. This 
removable passcase ID wallet features a double bill compartment for international 
currencies, and ID window and plenty of card slots. Special feature: TUMI ID 
Lock® is a proprietary technology incorporated into the design of this product 
that protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports.

3.75" x 4.75" x 1.25" $130

 BLACK

ALSO AVAILABLE

118633 Global Double Billfold
3.75" x 4.75" x 1.25" $100

118645 Money Clip Wallet
3.25" x 4.38" x 0.38" $95

118659 Slim Card Case ID 
This slim card case features an ID window on one side, card slots on the other 
and has a center section. Special feature: TUMI ID Lock® is a proprietary 
technology incorporated into the design of this product that protects personal 
data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports.   

2.75" x 4" x 0.38" $60

 BLACK

ALSO AVAILABLE

118656 Gusseted Card Case ID
4.125" x 3" x 0.375" $75

118651 Money Clip Card Case
2.88" x 4" x 0.38" $60
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ACCESSORIES - ALPHAACCESSORIES - DELTA

18677 Zip-Around Travel Wallet
Keep all your travel documents, ID, credit cards and cash close at hand with 
this large, multi-compartment wallet made from full-grain nappa leather. It 
features three gusseted compartments, a zip pocket, open pockets, 28 card 
slots and secure zip-around closure. Exterior pocket.   

4" x 7.9" x 1.38" $200

 BLACK       

18680 Letter Pad
This letter pad o� ers two open pockets, four card slots, a pen holder and comes 
with a letter pad.   

12.5" x 10" x 0.75" $220

 BLACK          

18678 Zip-Around Multiple Passport Wallet 
Ideal for couples or families traveling together, this deluxe leather passport 
wallet keeps your important travel documents safely in one place. Features 
open and gusseted pockets, card slots and a pen loop. Secure zip-around 
closure and exterior pocket.   

6.75" x 4.5" x 0.75" $130

 BLACK      

18676 Ultimate Travel Organizer
This travel organizer features passport, ID, ticket, coin and other pockets plus 
17 card slots, three currency sections and pen holder.   

8.75" x 5.25" x 0.75" $180

 BLACK          

19280 Letter Pad
An elegant executive accessory for those times when putting pen to paper is 
preferred. Crafted from TUMI's signature ballistic nylon with leather trim, the 
interior of this items o� ers two open pockets, four card slots, a pen holder and 
comes with a letterpad.   

12" x 10" x 0.75" $150

 BLACK         

119251 Money Clip Card Case 
This streamlined design is crafted from TUMI's signature ballistic nylon with 
leather trim. One side features several card slots, the other side has a money 
clip. Special feature: TUMI ID Lock® is a proprietary technology incorporated 
into the design of this product that protects personal data encoded on most 
IDs, credit cards and passports.   

4" x 2.88" x 0.75" $60

 BLACK    

19271 Passport Case 
Carry and protect your passport in this case crafted from TUMI's signature 
ballistic nylon with leather trim and interior. Features an ID window and several 
card slots.   

4.4" x 5.75" x 0.38" $110

 BLACK

19275 Zip Travel Case 
From the Alpha accessories collection, this zip-around case has 16 card slots, 
open pockets, zip pockets, an elastic media pocket, ID window and pen holder. 
Also features a detachable wrist strap and an exterior pocket. Made from TUMI's 
signature ballistic nylon with leather trim.   

10.5" x 5.12" x 1.25" $165

 BLACK
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CUSTOMIZATIONACCESSORIES - GIFTS

14895 Packing Cube
Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your travels with this lightweight 
packing cube. The quintessential must-pack item for frequent flyers, it 
allows you to organize daily outfi ts or simply keep your delicates separate from 
heavier items.   

6" x 10" x 2.5" $45

 BLACK           ATLANTIC

ALSO AVAILABLE

14896 Large Packing Cube
10" x 14" x 2.5" $55

14897 Extra Large Packing Cube (Black Only)
12" x 20" x 3" $75

481838 3-Pouch Set
They are pretty, practical and super lightweight. Whether you use them for 
everyday adventures or traveling the globe, you’ll appreciate their versatility 
and go-anywhere style. These pouches have endless uses for keeping your 
essentials organized and within easy reach. Top zip closures. Made from 
lightweight nylon with leather trim.   

8.5" x 12" $85

 BLACK          

481849 Just In Case® Travel Duff el
If life is a journey, then these are the must-have accessories to take with you. 
They are stylish, practical and ultra lightweight. Whether you use them for 
everyday adventures or traveling the globe, you'll appreciate their versatility 
and go-anywhere style. This Just In Case® du� el bag folds fl at to be completely 
packable. Use it for shopping or day trips once you reach your destination or 
as an extra bag to carry home your new treasures. Zip-top closure. Add-a-Bag 
sleeve. Made from lightweight nylon with leather trim.   

14" x 23" x 9" $95

 BLACK           AUBERGINE          ATLANTIC  

14415 Medium Auto Close Umbrella
With a simple push of a button, you can open and close this umbrella automatically. 
It o� ers a 38.5" vented, wind-resistant canopy with refl ective edge trim for high 
visibility. Other features include a sure-grip, custom-molded carry handle, rubber 
wrist strap and convenient storage sleeve.   

2.5" x 11.25" x 2" $60

 BLACK

ALSO AVAILABLE

14414 Small Auto Close Umbrella
2" x 7.5" x 1.25" $50

14416 Large Auto Close Umbrella
2.5" x 14.25" x 2" $80

TUMI o� ers a full range of customization options:

• EMBROIDERY

• LASER ENGRAVED PLATING

• MONOGRAMMING

• CUSTOM BAGS

Custom Corner
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HOW TO ORDER
Locate a TUMI Special Markets Representative near you by calling 800.669.3181 or visiting 
www.tumispecialmarkets.com. All orders must be placed in writing and have an approved 
purchase order number.

MINIMUM ORDER
Minimum opening order size is $2,000.

ORDER PROCESSING
Please allow 7 to 10 business days for in stock merchandise delivery. Call for quotes on 
out-of-stock or special order merchandise.

CREDIT APPROVAL
TUMI makes decisions concerning the extension of credit terms at its sole discretion.

CUSTOMIZATION
From embroidery and embossing to customer-designed co-branded hangtags, customization 
is available for most of our products. See www.tumispecialmarkets.com or call your TUMI 
Customer Service Representative at 800.669.3181 for additional information.

INSERTIONS
Inclusion of provided materials is available for an additional charge. Certain limitations 
apply. For more information speak with your TUMI Representative. 

PACKAGING
Luggage and Business Cases: corrugated carton.
Wallets and Accessories: black gift box with a felt inner sleeve.
Packaging is subject to change as necessary. 
Gift wrap is available for an additional charge. 

SHIPPING
F.O.B. Vidalia, Georgia
Standard—UPS bulk ship unless otherwise specified.
Drop-ship to individual addresses anywhere in the U.S. is available for an additional charge.
Express shipping is available for an additional charge.
TUMI reserves the right to choose the most economical carrier for larger shipments.

RETURNS
Returns for defective merchandise only. RMA number is required. 
Customized merchandise may not be returned.

PRICING
All prices are subject to change without notice. Under certain conditions, TUMI may extend 
special pricing privileges. For details, speak with your authorized TUMI Special Markets 
Representative.
All applicable sales tax will be added to your order unless a current tax-exempt certificate 
is submitted or is on file.

SUBSTITUTIONS, CHANGES AND CANCELLATIONS
TUMI reserves the right to substitute like or better product in case of discontinuances or 
inventory stockout situations with customer’s prior approval. Changes or cancellations 
are not permitted once a customized order has begun production.

LOSS/DAMAGE CLAIMS
Claims for short shipments, damage or merchandise not received must be submitted 
directly to TUMI within 10 days of the shipment. 

WARRANTY
TUMI products are guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials. Warranty 
information is included with each product and can be found at www.TUMI.com.

DIVERSION / TRANS-SHIPPING
TUMI conducts our Special Markets and Corporate Sales programs for accounts who 
specialize in these markets with a specific group of end users in mind: corporations and 
their employees, affiliates or customers. TUMI products sold, either directly or through 
TUMI authorized intermediaries, that are trans-shipped to end users other than those 
intended under the arrangement between TUMI and such premium accounts, including 
reselling to commercial retail outlets, internet auction sites and any international retailers 
that are not authorized TUMI dealers is expressly prohibited. A condition to your participation 
in this program is that TUMI goods will only be sold or given to such designated users or 
group of users. If TUMI becomes aware that any TUMI goods sold or distributed to a 
special markets account have been sold or trans-shipped to persons or entities other 
than a specifically designated group of end users, said account will be liable to TUMI for 
liquidated damages equal to the full retail value of the items sold or trans-shipped. In 
addition, TUMI will have the right to immediately terminate the account. TUMI reserves 
the right to ascertain information regarding the final use and destination of any TUMI 
product prior to shipment. 
All prices, terms and fees are subject to change without notice. TUMI reserves the right 
to correct typographic and photographic errors and to limit the quantity purchased on 
certain items.

Special Markets  
Terms & Conditions
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LISTING BY PRICELISTING BY PRICE

RETAIL COLLECTION STYLE # STYLE NAME PAGE

UNDER $100 

$45.00 Gifts 14895 Packing Cube 26

$50.00 Gifts 14414 Small Auto Close Umbrella 26

$55.00 Gifts 14896 Large Packing Cube 26

$60.00 Delta 118659 Slim Card Case ID 23

$60.00 Delta 118651 Money Clip Card Case 23

$60.00 Alpha Accessories 119251 Money Clip Card Case 25

$60.00 Gifts 14415 Medium Auto Close Umbrella 26

$75.00 Mobile 14276 Leather Cover for iPhone 6 22

$75.00 Delta 118656 Gusseted Card Case ID 23

$75.00 Delta 18674 Multi Window Card Case 23

$75.00 Gifts 14897 Extra Large Packing Cube 26

$80.00 Gifts 14416 Large Auto Close Umbrella 26

$85.00 Montague 14691 Flap Card Leather Case 21

$85.00 Gifts 481838 3 Pouch Set 26

$90.00 Mobile 26163 Tablet Cover 22

$95.00 Alpha 2 Business 26164 Medium Laptop Cover 4

$95.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22190 Travel Kit 8

$95.00 Mobile  14247 Leather Snap Case for iPad mini 2-3 22

$95.00 Delta 118645 Money Clip Wallet 23

$95.00 Gifts 481849 Just In Case® Travel Duffel 26

UNDER $200 
$100.00 Delta 118633 Global Double Billfold 23

$110.00 Alpha Accessories 19271 Passport Case 25

$120.00 Delta 18671 Passport Case 23

$125.00 Bravo  222391 Riley Kit 13

$130.00 Delta 118635 Global Removable Passcase ID 23

$130.00 Delta 18678 Zip-Around Multiple Passport Wallet 24

$140.00 Corporate Collection 22202 Messenger 9

$145.00 Montague 14695 Zip-Around Small Wallet 21

$145.00 Mobile 15254 Leather Snap Case for iPad Air 2 22

$150.00 Corporate Collection 22248 Weekender Duffel 9

$150.00 Alpha Accessories 19280 Letterpad 25

$165.00 Alpha Accessories 19275 Zip Travel Case 25

$175.00 Arrivé 25190 Barajas Kit 10

$180.00 Delta 18676 Ultimate Travel Organizer 24

$185.00 Voyageur 484785 Capri Crossbody 17

$195.00 Voyageur 484783 Luanda Flight Bag 18

$195.00 Montague 14693 Continental Wallet 21

$195.00 Montague 14692 Zip-Around Continental 21

$195.00 Astor 33190 Cooper Travel Kit, Black 11

UNDER $300 
$200.00 Delta 18677 Zip-Around Travel Wallet 24

$215.00 Astor 33190 Cooper Travel Kit, Earl Grey 11

$220.00 Delta 18680 Letter Pad 24

$225.00 Voyageur 484700 Brive Sling Backpack 18

$245.00 Alpha 2 Travel  92191 Hanging Leather Travel Kit 8

$245.00 Bravo  222371 Beale Crossbody 12

$245.00 Voyageur 494796 Q-Tote® 17

$245.00 Voyageur 484945 Sadler Crossbody 18

$275.00 Bravo  222318 Monterey Sling 13

UNDER $400 

$325.00 Voyageur 484707 Calais Backpack 17

$325.00 Larkin 73610 Nora Tote 19

$345.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22149 Small Soft Travel Satchel 6

$345.00 SInclair 79364 Nora Tote 20

RETAIL COLLECTION STYLE # STYLE NAME PAGE

UNDER $400, cont.

$365.00 Bravo  222681 Knox Backpack 12

$365.00 Voyageur 484711 Athens Carry-All 17

$395.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22153 Large Soft Travel Satchel 6

$395.00 Corporate Collection 22221 Continental Carry-On 9

$395.00 Bravo  222340 Everett Essential Tote 12

$395.00 Larkin 73680 Portola Convertible Backpack 19

UNDER $500 
$445.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22126 Framed Soft Duffel 8

$445.00 Bravo  222358 Grissom Travel Satchel 13

$455.00 Alpha 2 Business 26141 Expandable Organizer Laptop Brief 5

$475.00 Alpha 2 Business 26145 TUMI T-Pass® Expandable Laptop Brief 5

$475.00 Vapor® Lite 28660 International Carry-On 14

$495.00 Alpha 2 Business 96110 Slim Deluxe Leather Portfolio 4

$495.00 Alpha 2 Business 26173 Compact Laptop Brief Pack® 5

$495.00 Alpha 2 Business 26578 TUMI T-Pass® Business Class Brief Pack® 5

$495.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22134 Classic Garment Bag 7

$495.00 Arrivé 25181 Kingsford Backpack 10

$495.00 Bravo  222382 Kingsville Deluxe Brief Pack® 12

$495.00 Voyageur 484660 Super Léger International 4-Wheeled Carry-On 18

$495.00 Larkin 73643 Hayes Triple Compartment Tote 19

$495.00 SInclair 79491 Harlow Backpack 20

$495.00 SInclair 79385 Tegan Business Tote 20

$500+ 
$515.00 Vapor® Lite 28664 Short Trip Packing Case 14

$545.00 Larkin 73614 Ashbury Duffel 19

$545.00 SInclair 79391 Nina Commuter Brief 20

$575.00 Vapor® Lite 28667 Large Trip Packing Case 14

$595.00 Alpha 2 Travel  92149 Small Soft Leather Travel Satchel 6

$595.00 Vapor® Lite 28669 Extended Trip Packing Case 14

$595.00 Tegra-Lite® 28820 International Carry-On 15

$645.00 Alpha 2 Business 26624 4-Wheeled Compact Brief 4

$675.00 Alpha 2 Business 96141 Expandable Organizer Laptop Leather Brief 5

$675.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22061 Continental Expandable 4-Wheeled Carry-On 6

$675.00 Arrivé 25611 Narita Slim Brief 10

$675.00 Bravo  222461 Kirtland Continental Expandable Carry-on 13

$695.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22038 Carry-On 4-Wheeled Garment Bag 7

$695.00 Astor 33211 Regis Slim Zip-Top Brief 11

$695.00 Tegra-Lite® Max 28720 International Expandable Carry-On 16

$745.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22043 Large Wheeled Split Duffel 6

$745.00 Tegra-Lite® Max 28721 Continental Expandable Carry-On 16

$795.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22042 Extra Large Wheeled Split Duffel 8

$795.00 Astor 33149 San Remo Soft Duffel 11

$795.00 Tegra-Lite® 28824 Medium Trip Packing Case 15

$845.00 Alpha 2 Business 26627 4-Wheeled Deluxe Wheeled Brief with Laptop Case  4

$845.00 Tegra-Lite® 28827 Large Trip Packing Case 15

$875.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22064 Short Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case 6

$895.00 Tegra-Lite® 28829 Extended Trip Packing Case 15

$895.00 Tegra-Lite® Max 28724 Medium Trip Expandable Packing Case 16

$925.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22635 4-Wheeled Medium Trip Garment Bag 7

$945.00 Tegra-Lite® Max 28727 Large Trip Expandable Packing Case 16

$975.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22067 Medium Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case 6

$995.00 Alpha 2 Business 96127 4-Wheeled Deluxe Wheeled Leather Brief with Laptop Case  4

$1,075.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22069 Extended Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case 6

$1,075.00 Alpha 2 Travel  22069 Extended Trip Expandable 4-Wheeled Packing Case 7

$1,295.00 Arrivé 25061 Bristol Continental 4-Wheeled Carry-On 10

$1,225.00 Astor 33060 Osborne 4-Wheeled International Carry-On 11



PERFECTING THE JOURNEY

1001 DURHAM AVENUE, SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NJ  07080

800.669.3181  |  TUMISPECIALMARKETS.COM


